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This company .................. its operations last year and opened several regional offices.

exposed manufactured recruited decentralized

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The manager has some.................. over the employee; therefore, he can change his decisions.

merger authority barrier longevity

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The purpose of organizational modifications is to increase organizational ................ .

effectiveness attendance stubborness dependance

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He's afraid he can't ............... much interest for the job.

refine coordinate retrieve generate

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Unemployment is a .............. problem which won't just disappear overnight.

competitive stubborn operative voluntary

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The factory might offer workers factory stock as part of its ................... .

stagnation compensation consultation precaution

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Our boss has a ................ meeting with the prime minister.

confrontation empowerment transaction statement

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The two companies worked in close ................ with each other on the new projects.

modification rejection collaboration reduction

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They need to carry out a full ............... of all the alternativas.

exploratively exploration exploratory explorable

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The research groups ............... to be the first to make the breakthrough.

compete competition competitor competitive

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This university has very good lab facilities. facility means ................ .

profession government production equipment

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Organizational processes can support or inhibit the development and use of creative ideas. inhibit

means ............... .

change something slightly make less in value

prevent from doing something make improve

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Your explanation might have convinced  him, but it didnt convince his sister. convince means

............... .

persuade prevent produce perform

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Her knowledge encompass all aspects of the business. encompass means ................ .

include destroy examine refuse

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He was fired because of his laziness. fire means ............... .

measure modify dismiss create

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a list of the people employed by a company showing how much one earns. it refers to .............

.

network firm payroll labor

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a large business firm that controls the production of goods of very different kinds. it refers to

................ .

innovation conglomerate

implementation expenditure

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It is the process of attracting and selecting employees for positions in accordance with

organizational  goals. it refers to ............ .

staffing training planning developing

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is an amount of money paid to an employee who is to be dismissed for reasons other than his

own fault. it refers to .............. .

retirement succession severance generation

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a fixed amount of money agreed every month as pay for an employee. it refers to ............... .

salary benefit board industry

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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